MUSP 3131

*Keyboard Harmony*

**STELLA BY STARLIGHT**

Herbie Hancock solo - Columbia CS9106
BALLAD (d=60)

STELLA BY STARLIGHT - HERBIE HANCOCK SOLO COLUMBIA:CS 9106

STARS ON M.B OF FORM

1ST CHORUS

1st chorus

omit 1

omit 1

1st chorus
Double-time (d=120)

Em13
A7sus4(b9)
Ebm13
Ab13
Gb5

Gb9sus4
Gb13
F#19
Bb7
Bb9

Double-time (d=120)

Em7(b9)

Ab9

A15(b9)

Cm13
Obm13

F7sus4

F7
Em13
F#19